Every Friday
12:00pm - 1:30pm
Confucius Institute
Make it here - Take it home

1/25 Red Envelopes
2/1 Chinese Lanterns
2/8 Seal Carving
2/15 Painting Peking Opera Masks
2/22 According Books
3/1 Xiuqiu Paper Balls
3/8 Modeling Clay: Pandas & Pigs
3/15 Spring Break - No session
3/22 Painting Silk Fans
3/29 Chinese Needle Point
4/5 Chinese Folded Screens
4/12 Modeling Clay: Rabbit Lord
4/19 Painting Eggs
4/26 Chinese Knots
5/3 Chinese Lattice Windows
5/10 Chinese Bookmarks
5/17 Wind Chimes
5/24 Paper folding

East Building Rm. 129
4400 University Dr. MS 6D9
Fairfax, VA 22030
George Mason University
Phone: 703-993-7780
Fax: 703-993-7011
cimason@gmu.edu
http://confucius.gmu.edu